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What is mobile app architecture? It is a set of structural elements and their interfaces from which the system is composed, as well as their behavior in the framework of all structural elements. It can be said that this is the skeleton of a program, and the whole work of the mobile application is determined by its quality. By missing an important element in creating a mobile app architecture, you endanger the success of your project. The complexity of building high-quality architecture depends on the size of the application. The proper architecture will allow for saving a lot of time, energy. The original Application Architecture for .NET: Designing Applications and Services guide did a great job of covering this topic, but it was written in 2002. To deal with the many technology additions since then, J. D. Meier and his team from Microsoft patterns & practices have created a new application architecture guide to provide insightful guidance for designing .NET applications based on the latest practices and technologies. The outcome is Application Architecture Guide 2.0, a guide targeted to help solution architects and developers design effective applications on the .NET platform. Each tier/layer is described in terms of its focus, function, capabilities, common design patterns, and technologies.